Vssb module

Before this point a cable-drive speedometer was used, while afterwards the DRAC was
incorporated into the speedometer itself, then later the vehicle computer unit. The DRAC
module is programmed to account for different tire circumferences and gear ratios. At the
factory the correct external module could then be quickly installed while using identical guage
clusters, speedometers, and engine control modules. It is usually located near the ECM, or
behind the glove compartment, or under the dashboard. In the same fashion if gear ratios or tire
sizes are changed, the module may be quickly swapped or reprogrammed for the correct ratios.
The unit takes input from the transmission VSS Vehicle Speed Sensor to derive pulses per mile,
according to the rotation of the transmission tailshaft. It then processes this information to
account for the given parameters and outputs the correct adusted pulse quantity per mile to the
speedometer and vehicle computer. Programming the DRAC module will be necessary if
changing tire diameter or final gear ratios. Otherwise the speedometer will not read correctly
and the engine computer will not sense the correct vehicle speed. After locating and removing
the module from the vehicle, carefully open the plastic case and remove the circuit board. The
programming is accomplished by connecting or disconnecting a series of 7 resistor circuits.
These 7 circuits can create any combination necessary shown the chart below. In order to
determine which circuits to connect, first complete the calculation shown and then
cross-reference the result in the chart. Then connect or disconnect the proper circuit pins as
indicated by soldering or unsoldering a lead between pairs of pins. Everyone wants Bed
articles. Welcome to our knowledge base of totally random and probably obscure stuff relating
to GM external DRAC modules! We've recorded these notes and observations not only for
ourselves because we forget stuff over time , but also in case anyone else can find it useful. If
you find something incorrect or wish to contribute something, just let us know here. Site design
and copyright Tradecraft Specialties , - I need a replacement for the module in my 93 Chevy K, 7.
L, LE, 4WD pickup. The tech working on my truck said the part had been superseded several
times but he didn't know what other pn's might work. Alternatively you can modify any DRAC to
have the right division, by changing the jumpers to match your current one. Why is it you or the
tech believe the DRAC needs to be replaced? In my experience they hardly ever fail. The truck
was running fine then it made a very hard shift down to 2nd I think , and the check engine light
came on. It shows a code for VSS, I pulled the trans pan to see if the filter and pan had debris in
them but they were clean as a whistle. I wiggled the wiring harness in the pan and after I
buttoned it up the truck drove normally for about a week then the same failure occurred. I don't
know if the tech checked everything on the DRAC but he did make sure it has power,
unfortunately the dealership where he works chucked all their old service manuals, they told
him he can get everything online now. He said replacing the DRAC was the next thing to try but
he is not at all sure this is the problem. Is there an online diagnostic procedure to follow? Since
you wiggled the harness and things got better, maybe the problem is there? Around '93, the
main transmission connector was changed and most trucks were upgraded to the snap-on
connector vs. The vehicle harnesses that I have seen with the upgrade were spliced in with butt
connectors about a foot from the trans connector, if yours is one of these, maybe a butt
connector is going bad? I would think you should be able to swap in almost any DRAC for
troubleshooting purposes to see if that fixes the problem as well. I'll pass this on to my tech,
I've got a line on a Drac from buddrow from here on the website. Your 93 should have the "push
on" type trans harness connector. Did you happen to check to see what code is setting the
CEL? That will help in diagnosing the concern. Its been a few weeks, but I think it was code 24,
could be 42 with my memory when I looked it up it was the code for VSS. Well it looks like my
source for a DRAC module didn't come through, its been almost 3 months and the dealership
where my truck is parked is getting less than enthused about my lack of progress getting them
the part. Is anyone able to give me a hand so my tech can continue to diagnose the problem. I
really believe it will turn out to be the harness but they want a DRAC and I found a place that
makes them. Really you can't find one at a local wreckers? Its kind of a small area and the local
wreckers sent everything to the crusher, a lot of potential project cars went crunch. I have no
idea if it would work, but I have one from a 93 gmc 7. It has , QUH on it. Maybe someone on here
might know if it would work. The time now is PM. All rights reserved. Sorry for the length of this
post. I really want to understand this stuff The engine for this project is a BBC with a 4L80e
automatic transmission. I will be building my own intake manifold for this project inspired by
the look and feel of the earlier TPI systems. I need some help getting clearer in my
understanding between what some call the DRAC ? If possible, I try to get everything I need
from an automotive parts supplier, or places like ebay and Car-Parts dot com. If not, can anyone
help me find a published list by GM or? Anywho, thanks in advance for your thoughts and help
with this. I discovered why this is recently A little background on how I came to find out why: I
have a car where I have performed an engine swap on and installed a newer trans that uses a

VSS without a speedo cable drive, so I had to come up with a solution for speed readout. Well
that output from the VSS, is a very high pulse count, I don't have an exact tooth number,
because I haven't been able to find the info. I needed that 40 PPR output to input to my Arduino
speedo so that I didn't have to make adjustments in the code A bit of coder laziness there, using
a hardware solution, lol. I know it's been a problem for more than a few people. When I
discovered the lack out of output from teh DRAC I looked at a few wiring diagrams where that
connection was definitely used. My notes say C and Q series only but C series covers a lot of
applications on it's own. Can you post a schematic? Oh man, do I appreciate the two of you!
Thank you so much for your replies! I've read somewhere the years are sort of unique on their
own. Transition years possibly. I might have read that on the Moates site maybe? I've read so
much it's becoming all a blur now. I need to start a notebook! I found only a couple that start
with a C, and an A. So, Maybe I'm not going crazy! I'm curious, what are you needing? Dave, I
am embarrassed to say I have no idea what I need. I need what will work with a 4L80e and a
PCM. The only thing I do know is the VSS at the rear of the 4L80e outputs a 40 pulse per
driveshaft revolution. I think they mention what kind of signal is needed for the PCM. Worse
case, I can use and microprocessor to do this all for me. But I would like to avoid that Thanks
for the help. I'm going to reach out to some of the sellers and see if I can get them to open up
the plastic case these things come in and let me know if the unit they have for sale is the 7 pin
DRAC or 14 pin VSSB. I could even send them some images so they are sure. Thanks again and
take care. I've attached some better schematic pictures. I have successfully used both the 7 pin
and the 14 pin to convert a 40 pulses per drive shaft revolution signal into pulses per mile
signal. The requires the pulses per mile signal to operate either a 4l60E or 4L80E. I have never
used a DRAC sometimes known as the 7 pin or VSSB sometimes know as the 14 pin to supply
signals to a speedometer, cruise control or an anti-lock brake system. Thanks for that
information Dave! Turns out, I will need to do something with a microprocessor for my
speedometer signal anyway. The truck as an Eaton 2-Speed rear axle. I'm trying to collect "two"
of everything for this project. The hope is to create some kind of bench testing area with the
second set of parts. I'm hoping it helps me learn more about the way these systems work, how
to get TunerPro talking to the , and a way to sniff some of these signals. Of course I will share
everything I learn! Setting up different divisors in something like an Arduino to show correct
vehicle speed regardless of which rear gear would be pretty easy. I'm currently using an
Arduino based speedo in my car, just driving an LCD currently, but plan to have it drive a motor
to drive the original speedo eventually. It wouldn't be that difficult to have the code check a
digital input to swap between two divisors used in the speed calc to get proper vehicle speed. I
agree. I'm thinking it would really fun to try and retrofit the steppers they use in modern
clusters. Keep the outside look and feel of the original gauges, but modern steppers behind
them. Easy for something like an Arduino or Microchip Pic With a 2-speed rear-end you could
use 2 different DRAC modules and switch between them. My bench and in car testing shows
otherwise. I have verified this on my bench with an oscilloscope, and in car testing where I was
originally using the Arduino based speedo directly to the VSS wire, but am now using the VSSB
to drive that signal, and the speedo is reading the same. Any other output or PPM reads
significantly lower. I never tried the ABS connection as it is much higher than I need. Dave W's
pictures in post 8 verify what I've been talking about, pin 13 is labeled as 40 PPR, and in one of
the other pictures it shows this connected to pin F12 of the PCM. The following 3 schematics
also show this, really one large schematic, just broken into 3 parts for clarity. Switching
between 2 VSSBs could work, as long as the gear ratio change falls within the adjustable range.
I'll have to look into this. The ratio change in a 2-speed rear happens after this sensor. I will try
and understand more about this "4low" setting. My plan is to adapt the entire non-anti-lock
braking system from the Ford F for this project similar class 4 vehicle. I'm imagining though it
might take a fair bit of steering logic to do this. Then in software I could change the divisor by
simply changing the state on an input pin when I make the gear change. All worth looking at! Oh
I like that idea! Very cool. Relays might be the safest because of an earlier post I saw from Mark
about how his experiences with dip-switches seemed to fail for him. Even a tiny relay would
handle much higher currents. I wonder why Mark had problems? If I find that thread, I will link to
it I'll then power them up on the bench, feed them a sine wave signal to simulate the output of
the VSS signal, and look at ALL the outputs with a scope. I will report back with my findings
when I get some more free time. David, just to clarify a couple of things. This voltage will
typically vary between 10s of millivolts, to around v at speed. A double pole relay would be
simple, but so would a 3-way toggle to switch between buffer modules. Just a thought. Bud
Thank you for that information! Because my electronic skills are the least developed I still
manage to let the magic smoke out of stuff I need the practice! I bought a 40 tooth reluctor ring
out of a 4L60e on ebay yesterday and it's on it's way. My plan is to chuck it in the lathe, and use

one of the VSS's out of the 4L80e I have here to measure the real output. I will also take some
careful measurements to determine the gap between the VSS and 40 tooth ring. Using a large
lathe should make the most expensive and massive signal generator EVER! I will report back
here with everything I learn The input to the DRAC is typically a sinusoidal signal with no or
very low offset. Though I have found that square waves work as well. The DRAC can take a
digital pulse as well. Bits for testing are starting to get here I have a EFI 4. I have a electronic
speedometer I am having trouble making work. So let me understand what you have I'm
thinking a Chevy Luv would have a mechanical speedometer cable? Maybe you have an
aftermarket electronic speedometer that has installation instructions? All stock EFI, computer,
the works. The S10 with 4. The speed signal from the transmission will be in the neighborhood
of 40 pulses per driveshaft revolution. The DRAC changes that signal into a multiple of pulses
per mile for the speedometer. Why are you wanting to skip the DRAC? Computer uses a DRAC.
Without the computer number, we just don't know the correct answer! They gave me a number
for the computer that would work with their harness. I also have a 5 speed manual tranny. I
searched the wrecking yards for a DRAC that came with a manual trans and the only one I could
find was from a 4 banger and not the 4. Thank you for the explanation. The real question imo is
whether or not the computer required to work with your engine will work with the harness. Do
you have a throttle body injection engine or the mpfi engine? My computer number is with a
BDXR chip. I have TBI injection. The truck runs good. Just having problems with getting the
speedo to work. Hi Guys, Really good info in this thread. It's a 56 ford with a '94 Whipplecharged
but has a r4 behind it. Of course the aftermarket digital dash speedo doesn't work as well as no
speed to the I think it has a cable drive now. I've heard of cable drive adaptors for the vss output
but don't know anything about them. Is that a standard 40 ppr item or are they all different?
Should I or is it possible to put the output stuff off of a 4l60e onto the output shaft of the r4?
Does the just need 40ppr signal or does it need the ppm signal or both? I'll check if the
aftermarket electronic speedo can use either signal or a specific. Maybe I don't need a drac
module??? Sorry guys, this is just basic stuff to some of you that have been through it. I'm
trying to wrap my head around it all :mad1: -Carl. Hello, This has a Dakota digital dash. There is
a 2 wire speed sensor coming out of the t, appears to be part of the Dakota kit and hooks to the
Dakota dash. From what I read, there is a ppm wire coming out of the Dakota dash. I could not
confirm whether the out put from the DD was a pass through or it converted pulses once the DD
speedo was calibrated. Maybe if you called tech support, they could help? If you need switches
I have extras Yeah you do. Post here or pm me a price on 2 with the pigtails. Thanks
:thumbsup:. Thanks Bro, I will contact them next week when I am back on the project, good info.
The customer just texted me a pic of what he removed when he put the speed sensor in. It was
the speedo gear :laugh: so no reluctor. Or have him get one of those speedo cable adaptors and
put the gear back in? I might have one in stock Thanks again, guys, for all the help : -Carl I'm
not going to edit my post but I want to apologize for laughing above :nono: about the removal of
the speedo gear drive. Heck, we all had to start learning somewhere and even though I've been
doing EFI tuning since the early 90's, I still learn something new almost every day. You should
be able to get it from Amazon too along with the gear. It's real easy to remove the tail housing,
pay attention where the gear is, pull it off, heat up the replacement gear in the oven or boiling
water, slide it on to the same position as before, re-install the housing and bolt in the reluctor.
FYI, if you jack up the back of the pickup, you won't lose hardly any ATF, you'll lose more when
you pull the drive line. Another way would be to use a GPS. Thanks for the link. I won't need that
on this project but I have a Ford Coyote in a '40 Ford to work on soon and the customer wants
the cruise control to work. We're not sure what computer we will use yet but that device might
come in handy. If there's no mechanical speedometer then I'd probably opt for all electronic
components, unless the cost to do so is crazy high. IOW if you need two or three converters all
purchased at retail price to make this work, go with mechanical. But the reluctor is
interchangeable with the plastic gear, with a small exception that later shafts are not always
drilled for the gear retaining clip. The hole in the tailshaft housing can be different depending on
whether you had a gear driver, gear driven electronic sensor, or a reluctor. Details, details. Just
to satisfy my own curiousity. When putting dip switches on the vssb do you use 2 sets of dip
switches or just the bank on the right? As I remember it the double jumpers are not redundant.
If you look at factory calibrated VSSB units there are always seven jumpers. If you place a
jumper on the right then you have a matching open on the left. If you have an open on the right
there must be a jumper on the left. I would use 14 DIP switches. Thanks bud, from memory I
think it says the left is mirror opposite of right. I'll look at the vssb I have. I picked up a couple at
the junkyard for 5. You need 2, 6 position dip switches. You leave the 1 jumper in place and
solder the dip switches 8nto the spots. And you must have them on both sides in mirror of each
other. I guess you've never had to have a divide ratio below 1. I bet most people use lower gears

and not higher, just for fun I calculated a 2. I did notice it's going to be a tight fit. All rights
reserved. Email Form. We will need your application, the 3 or 4 digit Broadcase code as well as
GM Part number off your current module to verify this is what you need. We offer working
solutions to OE application modules due to these modules no longer being supported or
available from GM over the counter for most applications. Finding the correct direct
replacement module is very difficult in the used market, say at the salvage yard or online and
you don't know what you're getting. Rely up on UD Module for the known-good tested and
verified solution. This is intended to be a replacement module to replace your failed factory
module. Please be prepared that We Require both the broadcast code big letters and the part
number number under big letters for an order, but can do on either. So you'll need to have the
info off the old module typically removed. Select this module for speedometer calibration when
tire size and or rear end gear ratios have changed from factory. We can calibrate for gear ratio
or tire size combinations with great granularity with factory quality. In preparation for ordering
We need to know your gear ratio and tire size, additionally we will need to know the what
module you have now remove it to provide broadcast code big letters and part number number
under big letters. Select this module for a user-calibratable module equipped with DIP Switches.
This is for when you want to keep your OE module and calibrate it for yourself for your own
custom application. This module undergoes the same testing and verification as our other
service modules. Calibration is based on your own math and calculations for your gear ratio
and tire size. This module carries no support. Select this module for a situation where you need
a replacement refurbished module either OE or Custom Calibrated that includes our
troubleshooting service in one purchase. This module option consists of the same refurbished
module as above but with the Paid Troubleshooting service, default module wiring diagrams in
print are included with this unit and it's more economical to purchase verses the module then
the service separately. Service is in the form of email guidance through explanation of how the
system works, wiring diagrams, pinouts, and test procedures for the module and various
systems it operates tailored to your exact vehicle application. Includes up to 20 email responses
and is based on a per incident per perchase limitation that is effective for Days after purchase.
Must own or purchase from us a Digital Multimeter for test procedures. Paid consulting services
for wiring and adaptation expertise. Flat rate default service offering, whereby you can ask
technical questions saving hours and days of your own research. This service is relied upon
when one of these units is being used in a non-original application state. Excludes UD Module
proprietary information. Recommended units to pair with our modules that are either OE or
tested aftermarket offerings. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New
resources New profile posts Latest activity. Resources Latest reviews Search resources.
Members Registered members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in.
Welcome to The Truck Stop! Your truck knowledge is missing! Registration is FREE , all we
need is your birthday and email. Post your own topics and reply to existing threads to help
others out! NO ADS! The site is fully functional and ad free! Problems registering? Click here to
contact us! Forums Your Pulling Resources Electrical. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. VSSB calibration.
Thread starter millsroger Start date Jul 10, Messages Reaction score 2 Location Bonanza, Or.
Don't know where this should go but since it comes down to electrical I put it here as a start.
Mods feel free to put it wherever you think it would help the most. This info is from several sites
plus notes I made when I did it for my sig truck. Different tire sizes make the Speedo wrong,
duh, we all know that. What the programming is depends on the tire size that the vehicle
"originally" came with, unless re-programmed by a dealer or??? To do this yourself you start
with a basic decision, do you want to change it whenever you want or are you going to do it
ONLY one time. My suggestion is to install DIP switches in place of the wired in jumpers. You
can get them online or any electronics supply store. They are 7 position 14 pin DIP switches,
rocker or slide type work. The DIP's shown were shelf items, I suggest getting the ones
mentioned above. You will need one or two depending on the board. These boards are static
sensitive and should be handled by people who know what they are doing, ie a computer repair
shop. You can take the info and the board to them and get it done pretty safely. I am including
WHAT needs to be done, who and how is up to you. What you do is remove the module and
then remove the board from the module. Per the pics you can identify the jumper locations.
Write down the existing jumper locations. Using solder wick clean the solder from the jumpers
and pads, then using a tweezer or? Install the DIP switches and solder them in place. Close the
switches that match the original jumper locations. You can re-install the board and module for
testing at this point--it should work as before. You will need to know two things, the axle ratio
and the circumference of the tire in inches. A hand calculator is all you need to figure this out. I

included an XL spread sheet that has the RPO codes for various ratio's, and a table showing the
ratio from a tooth count of the gear set you have. You can get circumference several ways, pi 3.
Once you have the ratio and circumference, do the math per the formula shown in the
spreadsheet and look up the answer in the chart. One note herethe VSSB has two DIP switches,
looking at the pics you can see that they are reverse mirror images of each other, make sure
you do that with the new setting. By this I mean--if one on the right has a jumper then one on
the left does not. A double check can be done by using the original tire size and original ratio, it
should come out with the jumper configuration already there. This is probably a good idea
before you remove any jumpers, the presumption is that the vehicle is using a speed sensor
that generates 40 pulses per driveline revolution--it is my understanding that a few do not have
the same pulse count, but, no one has confirmed that. Please note: the DRAC pic may show the
pin sequence reversed. It is not my pic, as can be seen from the chart the 1 position alway has a
jumper, the pic shows that as 7. Messages 88 Reaction score 3 Location Texas. Just FYI those
modules are used in more GM vehicles than just our trucks - but in our trucks, does not use this
type of setup. It's built into the dash cluster itself. The GM fullsize trucks that use this setup are
only The GMT series trucks can be done in a very similar fashion but the settings are different
and the circuit you're modifying is different, too. Thanks for the added info Richard, I found that
my speedo was low by one position on the chart. Flipped the switches and now it reads the
same as my GPS. Now it will be a bit low on new ones and a bit high when worn down.
Messages 6 Reaction score 0 Location Mt. Sterling, IL. I have seen pictures of the 91 DRAC with
jumpers going from 1 to 7 and the opposite.. Also wondering if my high miles 93 I bought still
has the original tranny My 93 has the DRAC from the 91 picture with just one set of jumpers ,
not the double set. The guy I bought it from also stated it had the transmission.. Thank you for
the information. Many '93 trucks came with the single bank DRAC. I have worked on several that
were bone stock original, and equipped with the 4L60E transmission. As far as telling the
difference by looking - do you mean the transmission? Do keep in mind R4 and 4L60 are the
same transmission, just different names, as GM converted to the new naming convention. The
4L60E key difference being "E" is the electronically controlled version that hit the scene in ' It
won't have a throttle valve TV cable going into the case, would be one big giveaway. The other
which is much harder to see, is on the passenger side there's a large round harness connector
going into the lower part of the case on the top side of the valve body area. This is hidden by a
heat shield bolted to the side of the trans which protects the harness from the catalytic
converter. Richard, thank you for your reply. I have a 6 postion dip switch to install.. My current
set up was not helpful because it has a jumper on 1 and 7 so it did not give it away for me. I was
wondering about the transmission. Thank you for the tips of what to look for there. This throttle
valve cable you refer to.. Would it go all the way to the instrument panel? Thank you for the
help. Yep, 1 jumper is always on, which means in the case of the 2 bank DRACs, the 1 position
is always open on the 2nd bank. I've done many with just 6 position DIPs as they're fairly easy
to find. Thank you for the pictures there. I won't have any trouble telling which transmission I
have. I still am not sure which side of my 7 jumpers is the number one side? Thank you, Daniel.
Thank you Richard, I was not sure which picture to believe, the one on this thread or the one on
a
2002 honda accord instrument panel lights
taurus fan wiring
42 chevy
nother thread which had them the other way. I'll get my DIP soldered in to the right side and get
it dialed in for my tires. Thank you very much and have a great day! Eli New Member. Messages
4 Reaction score 0 Location Long beach. I need info on setting dip switches. I have a 90 and
upgrading to a Does ay if this matter? Will L. Well-Known Member. Welcome Eli. Rim size does
not matter. Tire height aspect ratio does. Although your new here, I am a old grey haired guy
and have to bust your chops on 20s a little- change them before someone notices your
underwear showing too, haha. Thanks Will. I was up late last night. I plan on getting a DRAC and
installing dip switches soon. I am going from a 90 cluster to a Messages 16, Reaction score 9,
Location alaska. Are you gasser or diesel? Might be better to go to gmt site. Lloyd Ray New
Member. Messages 1 Reaction score 0. View attachment View attachment View attachment View
attachment View attachment You must log in or register to reply here.

